Electron acceleration by surface plasma waves in double metal surface structure Journal of Applied Physics 102, 113301 (2007) A large amplitude surface plasma wave ͑SPW͒, propagating over a semiconductor-free space interface, is susceptible to filamentation instability. A small perturbation in the amplitude of the SPW across the direction of propagation exerts a ponderomotive force on free electrons and holes, causing spatial modulation in free carrier density and hence the effective permittivity eff of the semiconductor. The regions with higher eff attract more power from the nieghborhood, leading to the growth of the perturbation. The growth rate increases with the intensity of the surface wave. It decreases with the frequency of the SPW.
I. INTRODUCTION
Filamentation instability is an important nonlinear process in the interaction of submillimeter waves and lasers with semiconductors. [1] [2] [3] [4] A large amplitude electromagnetic wave propagating through a nonparabolic semiconductor ͑e.g., n-InSb͒, for instance, heats the free electrons, raising their mass leading to increase in the refractive index of the semiconductor. 5 A small perturbation in the amplitude of the wave, across its direction of propagation, creates a spatial modulation in the refractive index with high amplitude portion having higher refractive index. The wave has a tendency to converge energy towards the regions of higher refractive index, giving rise to the growth of the perturbation. This leads to the breaking up of the wave into filaments. In the case of compensated semiconductors, with equal concentrations of electrons and holes, nonuniform heating of the carriers and their ambipolar diffusion from regions of higher amplitude to lower amplitude gives rise to the same effect. In gaseous plasmas filamentation may be caused by the ponderomotive force and relativisitic mass nonlinearity. [6] [7] [8] Currently there is significant interest in the propagation of surface plasma wave 9-12 over conductor-vacuum or conductor-dielectric 13 interfaces. The surface plasmons have been demonstrated to have excellent potential for sensors and integrated optical devices. With the discovery of metamaterials, 14 surface plasmons have been widely used to understand the phenomenon of negative refraction, which can be used in constructing superlenses. 15 The work is continuing on transmitting optical signals from one microprocessor to another via surface plasmons with the reduction in chip sizes.
Large amplitude surface plasma waves ͑SPWs͒ over conductor surface has found importance due to its applications in material ablation 16, 17 and plasma diagnostics and for sustaining plasma suitable for plasma processing. At large amplitude, SPW can onset nonlinear effects. The acceleration of electrons by lasers has been a subject of considerable interest. 18 Lately, surface plasma wave has been recognized as a potential candidate for electron acceleration. [19] [20] [21] Irvine and Elezzabi 19 have experimentally observed 2 keV electrons in high spatial gradient of the SP field. The SPW can also cause harmonic generation. 22, 23 Simon et al. 24 reported that the second harmonic generation ͑SHG͒ with SPW excitation at silver quartz grating is enhanced by four orders of magnitude relative to the nonresonant SHG in the quartz crystal. The surface plasma wave may also excite parametric instabilities. Lee and Cho 25 investigated a three wave decay interaction in which a p-polarized light wave decays into two surface plasma waves. They formulated the nonlinear boundary conditions in terms of space charge and volume currents and calculated the growth rate by evaluating the rippling effect on the parametric interaction.
In this paper we examine the possibility of filamentation of a large amplitude surface plasma wave over a compensated semiconductor. The physics of the process is as follows. Let a large amplitude surface plasma wave propagate along ẑ on a semiconductor-free space interface ͑x =0͒ decaying with ͉x͉ and uniform in y. When the amplitude of the wave has a small perturbation in the y direction, the free elctrons and holes experience a spatially periodic ponderomotive force along ŷ, leading to free carrier diffussion and spatial modulation of effective permittivity eff . The eff profile has a tendency to converse the SPW energy to region of higher eff , leading to the growth of amplitude perturbation. In the present contest of filamentation instability, it is important to mention two stream instability and stimulated Raman scattering 26 ͑SRS͒. The two stream instability is not relevant to the present case as there are no two species of drifting electrons. However, oscillating two stream instability 27 and SRS could be relevant. Both these parametric instabilities would involve a space charge wave moving along the interface. But such a wave would not remain localized in the skin layer when the SPW is localized; hence the growth rates of these processes would be low.
In Sec. II, we deduce ponderomotive force on electrons and holes and obtain the nonlinear effective permittivity to a spatially amplitude moduated SPW. In Sec. III, we solve the wave equation and obtain the growth rate of the filamentation instability. Our results are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. PONDEROMOTIVE FORCE AND EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY OVER THE SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE
Consider a semiconductor-free space interface ͑x =0͒, with semiconductor occupying half space x Ͻ 0 and the free space being x Ͼ 0. The semiconductor has free electrons and holes with density effective mass and charge for the two species being, respectively, n 0 , m e , and −e and n 0h , m h , and +e. We choose n 0 = n 0h . A large amplitude surface plasma wave propagates over the interface with electric and magnetic fields
where
, and S is the effective permittivity of the semiconductor,
L is the lattice permittivity, p = n 0 e 2 / m e 0 , ph = n 0h e 2 / m h 0 . We perturb the equilibrium by an amplitude perturbation, A = A 0 + A 1 ͑y , z͒. The net field inside the semiconductor may be written as 
where * denotes the complex conjugate. The ponderomotive force expels electrons and holes away from the region of higher amplitude. In a compensated semiconductor, a steady state is realized when
where T is free carrier temperature and n is the modified free carrier density. Writing n = n 0 + ⌬n, Eq. ͑7͒ yields 
III. GROWTH RATE
The wave equation governing the propagation of perturbed surface plasma wave field is 
͑13͒
Expressing A 1 = A 1r + iA 1i and separating the real and imaginary parts,
͑15͒
Considering A 1r , A 1i ϳ e iqy e ␥z and then solving Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒, we obtain
The instability occurs when
The maximum growth ␥ max occurs for q = q opt ,
The maximum growth rate is given as
.
͑18͒
In order to have an appreciation of the filamentation instability, we have plotted the normalized growth rate ⌫ nor = ␥c / p ͓given by Eq. ͑16͔͒ versus normalized wave number of perturbation qc / p in Fig. 1 for two different SPW amplitudes. The solid line corresponds to eA 0 / m P c = 1.845 ϫ 10 −4 , while the dotted line is for eA 0 / m P c = 1.304 ϫ 10 −4 . We note that the growth rate initially increases with the wave number and, thereafter, decreases after attaining a maximum value. The maximum of the growth rate given by Eq. ͑18͒ occurs for an optimum value of the transverse wave number q = q opt ͓given by Eq. ͑17͔͒. One may note that, as the filamentation grows, the intensity in the SPW filaments increases, while electron density along the direction of propagation decreases due to ponderomotive force. Once all electrons have been moved out, a stable condition is reached when no further evacuation is possible. In compensated semiconductor Ge, L =16 at 77 K, qc / p = 0.1056, n 0
=10
17 / cm 3 , c s =10 8 cm/ s, and / P = 0.1773 rad/ s, the maximum growth rate is ␥ max c / p = 0.030 at q opt = 0.106 for SPW amplitude ϳeA 0 / m P c = 1.845ϫ 10 −4 . With the decrease in the SPW amplitude, growth rate decreases. For eA 0 / m P c = 1.304ϫ 10 −4 , it turns out to be ⌫ nor = 0.015 at q opt = 0.074. In Fig. 2 , we have plotted the normalized growth rate ⌫ nor = ␥c / P versus the normalized frequency / p of the surface plasma wave. It decreases monotonically with the frequency. The low-frequency electromagnetic wave turns out to be efficient for filamentation stability.
IV. DISCUSSION
A surface plasma wave over a compensated semiconductor vacuum interface is susceptible to filamentation instability at modest powers. Both the electrons and holes play a role in the nonlinear coupling. The nonlinearity arises through the ponderomotive force driving electron and hole redistribution inside the semiconductor. The density perturbation couples with the oscillatory velocity due to the pump to derive the sidebands. The growth rate initially increases with the wave number of the perturbation, attaining a maximum, and then falls off. It decreases monotonically with the frequency of the incident wave. For a compensated Ge, L =16 at 77 K, qc / p = 0.1056, n 0 =10 17 / cm 3 , and c s =10 8 cm/ s, the maximum growth rate turns out to be ␥ max c / p = 0.030, using a SPW amplitude ϳeA 0 / m P c = 1.845ϫ 10 −4 . The filamentation instability appears relevant to SPW excitation in attenuated reflection configuration ͑ATR͒. The present study with semiconductors could be important in view of electron acceleration. The high field gradient of the localized SPW may cause enhanced electron acceleration. 
